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ABSTRACT: Several carbon-black filled styrene-butadiene rubbers are subjected to monotonic uniaxial tension tests in order to investigate the effects of the amount of fillers and of the crosslink density on their mechanical properties. The Young modulus, the volume changes associated with material damage and the stretch to failure are extracted and discussed. Results compare well to the literature results when exist and quantitative analysis are proposed when possible. Results show that filled rubbers are not incompressible when submitted to uniaxial tension tests and their volume changes are strongly dependent of the amount of fillers but are unaffected by the crosslink density. The latter shows strong impact on the filled rubbers stretch to failure but more interesting this impact is comparable to what is encountered in unfilled rubbers. The stretch to failure is improved by the addition of fillers with an optimum for material filled around 30 phr.
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INTRODUCTION

A wide variety of filled rubbers is used in industrial and research fields. Several contributions highlight the impact of the filled rubber composition on their mechanical behavior. However, the relationship between the rubber composition and its mechanical response remains an ongoing issue. The current contribution investigates the effect of the amount of fillers and of the crosslink density on the mechanical responses of carbon-black filled styrene-butadiene rubbers (SBR) subjected to monotonic uniaxial tension up to failure. For this purpose, several materials manufactured with the same rubber gum and the same type of fillers are compared. They vary from each other in the amount of fillers or the crosslink density only.

Adding fillers is known to increase the material stiffness (see review1), increase its Mullins softening,2 and delay its fracture in monotonous loading3 as in fatigue.4 Increasing the crosslink density is known to decrease the stretch to failure5 and the fatigue resistance.6 In order to propose a systematic analysis of these effects, a large set of materials was manufactured allowing us to quantitatively study the effect of the amount of fillers and of the crosslink density on the Young modulus, the damage and the stretch to failure undergone by non-crystallizing filled rubbers when subjected to monotonic uniaxial tension tests.

MATERIAL AND EXPERIMENTS

Materials
For this study, several vulcanized SBR filled with N347 carbon-black fillers were manufactured by Michelin (Ladoux, France). The material strategy is to vary the filler volume fraction and the crosslink density in order to investigate the effect of both parameters on the material mechanical behavior. The SBR gum is a random copolymer with a 15% styrene molar fraction. The crosslinking reaction using a classical crosslinking system based on sulfur and N-cyclohexyl-2-benzothersolesulphenamide (CBS) is activated by zinc oxide and stearic acid. Finally, 6PPD antioxidant (N(1,3-dimethyl-butyl)-N’-phenyl-P phenylenediamine) is added. The filler morphology is characterized by the fineness of elementary particles and by the aggregate structure. Fineness was measured close to 90 m2 g−1 by nitrogen absorption using Brunner–Emmet–Teller analysis. Aggregate structure was measured at 120 mL/100 g by dibutyl phthalate (DBP) adsorption. Material compositions are listed in Table I.

Figure 1 illustrates the material strategy. Materials C1–C6 are of the same composition except for the amount of fillers varying from 0 to 60 phr resulting in volume fractions varying from 0 to 23%. From material C4 filled at 40 phr, materials A4, B4, D4, and E4 are obtained by varying the crosslink density only.
Michelin measured the material crosslink densities by swelling using the Flory–Rehner theory and the filler volume fractions are calculated with the component densities. Crosslink densities and filler volume fractions characterization of the materials are reported in Table II.

**Experiments**

Materials are subjected to monotonic uniaxial tension tests conducted on an Instron 5882 testing machine operating at room temperature. Normalized dumbbell samples with initial cross-section $S_0 = 4 \times 2.5$ mm$^2$ and 30 mm length are subjected to the tension tests. All tests are run at a constant crosshead speed of 10 mm min$^{-1}$. The force $F$ is measured by a 2 kN load cell and the nominal stress is defined by $F/S_0$. Local stretches are acquired by video extensometry during stretching. For this purpose, a classic video extensometer detecting the motion of the centers of four marks was developed in-lab. The technique can detect the position of a mark center with a precision providing the stretch in the tensile direction is noted by $k_i$. In order to present representative average values of the Young modulus and of the stretch to failure, the initial volume $V_0$ of the initial sample is used to calculate the current volume $V$ over the initial volume $V_0$ ($V/V_0 = \lambda_1 \lambda_2 \lambda_3$) and the stretch to failure is the maximum stretch $\lambda$. In order to represent average values of the Young modulus and of the stretch to failure, each material was subjected to five uniaxial tension tests.

**RESULTS AND DISCUSSION**

**Young Modulus**

When applying uniaxial tension tests to a material, the first mechanical property that one measures is the Young modulus. Even though filled rubbers are mostly used in large deformation, one may find in the literature a substantial amount of work focusing on the Young modulus and studying its dependency to the amount of fillers. Authors attempted to relate the filled rubber Young modulus ($E$) to the unfilled rubber Young modulus ($E_g$), the amount of fillers, and filler structural parameters optionally. A rather complete review on the topic may be found in Ref. 8. One well known model is from Guth and Gold$^{11}$:

$$E = E_g (1 + 2.5\phi_{eff} + 14.1\phi_{eff}^2)$$  \hspace{1cm} (1)

with $\phi_{eff}$ the effective volume fraction of fillers in the rubber gum. Actually, in filled rubbers, the amount of effective volume
fraction of fillers is larger than the actual amount of fillers due to rubber gum trapped in branched structure of the filler aggregates. This trapped rubber is often referred as occluded rubber. In order to estimate $\phi_{\text{eff}}$, Medalia conducted DBP adsorption measures and proposed the following analytical solution fitted on its experiments:

$$\phi_{\text{eff}} = \frac{\phi}{2} \left( 1 + \frac{1 + 0.02139 \text{ DBP}}{1.46} \right)$$

This relation is now commonly used, even though it becomes phenomenological for materials different (other fillers or other gum) from Medalia’s material. We have tested the combination of eqs. (1) and (2) against the experimental measures of Young modulus carried out on materials C1–C6. Figure 3(a) presents the comparison between the experimental data and the theoretical results. One may be satisfied with the comparison for volume fractions of fillers up to 17% (~40 phr). Nonetheless, calculations provided by eqs. (1) and (2) are mostly phenomenological and lack physical understanding of the microstructure effect on the material reinforcement. Recent works show that filled rubbers may exhibit a layer of bounded rubber surrounding the fillers. Due to reduced chain mobility, the bounded rubber layer shows enhanced stiffness that contributes to the material reinforcement. Micromechanics modeling efforts demonstrate that the layer of bounded rubber should be taking into account in order to reach the modulus of filled elastomers in the rubbery state.

The dependence of the Young modulus to the crosslink density is presented in Figure 3(b), which compares the Young modulus of materials A4 to D4. These materials contain the same amount of fillers (40 phr) and crosslink densities range from $3 \times 10^{-5}$ to $15 \times 10^{-5}$ mol cm$^{-3}$. The Young modulus is observed to increase with $N_c$. This result is consistent with previous studies. However, it seems that no analytical relation describing the Young modulus dependence to $N_c$ has been clearly established in the case of filled rubbers. According to the rubber elasticity statistical theory of affine networks, the Young modulus of an unfilled network is expected to be inversely proportional to its chain length and consequently proportional to the crosslink density. Therefore, for unfilled rubbers, the Young modulus is expected to be proportional to $N_c$. In filled rubbers this proportionality relation is not verified as shown in Figure 3(b).

**Damage**

While significantly stretched materials undergo some damage ending with the ultimate break of the sample. Part of this damage may result from cavitation and cavity growth that can be monitored by measuring the volume changes during the material stretching. Actually, substantial volume changes have been reported within filled rubbers when first stretched. The volume change may be attributed to decohesion at the filler–rubber interface and to vacuole formation in the rubber matrix. A review on the topic has been proposed in Ref. 27. Volume changes measured during stretching tests presented in Figure 2 appear in Figure 4. Similar volume changes were estimated on a partial set of our materials, measuring the volume fraction of voids by small angle X-ray scattering. The latter work assesses the source of the volume change as small void formation. Figure 4 shows substantial volume changes within filled rubbers. The 5 phr filled rubber may fairly be considered as incompressible but the other filled rubbers are far from being incompressible as it.

---

**Table II.** Filler Volume Fraction $\phi$ and Crosslink Density $N_c$ for Each Material

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Material</th>
<th>A4</th>
<th>B4</th>
<th>C4</th>
<th>D4</th>
<th>E4</th>
<th>C1</th>
<th>C2</th>
<th>C3</th>
<th>C5</th>
<th>C6</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$\phi$ (%)</td>
<td>16.2</td>
<td>16.5</td>
<td>16.7</td>
<td>16.7</td>
<td>16.8</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>2.4</td>
<td>13.0</td>
<td>20.0</td>
<td>23.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$N_c$ ($10^{-5}$ mol cm$^{-3}$)</td>
<td>15.5</td>
<td>10.6</td>
<td>7.4</td>
<td>5.4</td>
<td>3.6</td>
<td>7.0</td>
<td>6.5</td>
<td>8.2</td>
<td>8.3</td>
<td>7.7</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

**Figure 2.** Stress–stretch responses to monotonic uniaxial tensile tests for (a) materials with various amount of fillers and similar crosslink density ($N_c \sim 7.0 \times 10^{-5}$ mol cm$^{-3}$) and (b) materials with various crosslink densities and same amount of fillers (40 phr).
is generally assumed. The volume expansion increases with the amount of fillers. One may notice that volume does not expand until material is stretched beyond a threshold depending on the amount of fillers. The stretch threshold of volume change decreases when increasing the amount of fillers. It was measured to approximately 2.7, 3, 3.5, and 4.2 for materials C6, C5, C4, and C3, respectively. This result agrees with previous work. A more original result reads in Figure 4(b), which presents the volume changes of materials A4 to E4 that are filled with 40 phr and present different crosslink densities. Figure 4(b) shows that the crosslink density does not significantly affect the material volume changes. One notes that the volume change stretch threshold remain close to 3 for every material. Nonetheless, the stretch to failure is significantly affected by the crosslink density, which proves that it is difficult to draw a direct correlation between void volume fraction and stretch to failure in filled and unfilled rubbers.

Figure 3. Dependence of material Young modulus (a) to the amount of fillers for materials with $N_c \sim 7.0 \times 10^{-3}$ mol cm$^{-3}$ and (b) to the crosslink densities for materials with 40 phr carbon-black.

Another evidence of damage observed in filled rubbers is a strong softening upon first stretch when cyclic loadings are applied. This softening, commonly referred as Mullins softening, has been under investigation for six decades. Recently, the authors proposed an original parameter accounting for the Mullins softening. This parameter provides a quantitative measure of the Mullins softening. Results reported in Ref. 2 illustrate similar features of the effect of the material composition on the Mullins softening than the volume change features presented above. The volume changes and the Mullins softening both require a minimum amount of fillers to occur. Both effects are amplified with increasing the amount of fillers and neither one is significantly affected by the material crosslink density. Moreover, the Mullins softening is observed before the appearance of cavities. Therefore, while cavitation may contribute to the Mullins softening, it is probably not the main cause.

Figure 4. Volume changes occurring during uniaxial tests presented in Figure 2 (a) with respect to the amount of fillers and (b) with respect to the material crosslink density.

Stretch to Failure

The failure of rubber materials is associated to catastrophic growth of cracks. It is generally admitted that the presence of fillers within the rubber gum acts as obstacles and stops or
also. Mal amount of fillers with respect to fatigue has been observed. The stretch to failure shows an optimum for an amount of filler around 30 phr. Such results are supported by the proportionality relation proposed by the amount of fillers for low amount of fillers, then decreasing for larger amount of fillers. For large amounts of fillers, carbon-black filler aggregates may agglomerate into larger clusters that contain defects from which cracks initiate and propagate more easily. We note that an optimum amount of fillers with respect to fatigue has been observed also.

Figure 5(b) illustrates the dependence of the stretch to failure to the crosslink density. Results show that the stretch to failure is strongly impacted by $N_c$. By increasing the crosslink density, one significantly decreases the stretch to failure. This observation is in good agreement with several results reported in the literature. However, authors did not define a relationship between the stretch to failure and the crosslink density for filled rubbers. For unfilled rubbers, Bueche and Halpin proposed the proportional relation $\lambda_{\text{fail}} \propto N_c^{-1/2}$, which has been adopted in Ref. 39. The relation standing for unfilled rubbers is in accordance with the rubber elasticity statistical theory that describes the failure of a rubber network by the reach of its chain limit extensibility defined as the square root of the number of chain links. We tested the proportionality relation $\lambda_{\text{fail}} \propto N_c^{-1/2}$ on the experimental results of the 40 phr filled rubbers (materials A4 to E4). Figure 5(b) shows the approximation of the experimental data by the equation ($0.068 N_c^{-1/2} - 3.2$) drawn in dashed line. This result assesses extension of the relation $\lambda_{\text{fail}} \propto N_c^{-1/2}$ to filled rubbers.

**CONCLUSIONS**

This contribution aimed at studying the effect of the filler volume fraction and the crosslink density on the mechanical behavior of SBR rubbers. For this purpose, several SBR filled with N347 carbon-black fillers were manufactured. Materials vary from each other in the amount of fillers or the crosslink density only. Their mechanical behaviors were estimated by applying monotonic uniaxial tension up to failure. Results showed that for moderate amount of fillers ($< 40$ phr), the Young modulus was well approximated by a mere quadratic expression of the effective volume fraction of fillers. Nonetheless, the phenomenological relation does not apply to large amount of fillers and lacks physical understanding. The increase of the Young modulus with respect to the crosslink density appeared larger than in unfilled rubbers for which a linear relation exists between $E$ and $N_c$ when the material behaves as an affine network. Volume change measures upon stretching put in light the filled rubbers substantial compressibility when monotonously stretched. The volume change was attributed to the appearance of cavities in the material since it matched the amount of cavities measured by others on the same materials. The volume of a filled rubber expands upon stretching once passed a stretch threshold that decreases with the amount of fillers. The volume changes increase with the increasing amount of fillers. The filled rubber volume changes appear as unaffected by the crosslink density. These results show some similarity with the impact of the amount of fillers and crosslink density on the Mullins softening, nevertheless it was observed that it is difficult to draw a direct link between the two phenomena since Mullins softening occurs also at stretches below the threshold of cavity appearance. Furthermore, it was not possible to link the amount of cavities with the stretch to failure measured in uniaxial tension. Adding fillers improves stretch to failure, with an existing optimum reinforcement. The crosslink density was shown to have a strong negative impact on the stretch to failure when increasing. More interestingly, it was possible to define for 40 phr filled rubbers, a proportionality relationship between the stretch to failure and the inverse of the square root of the crosslink density ($N_c^{-1/2}$) that was already applied to unfilled rubbers and that is now proposed for filled rubbers.
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